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SynopsisSynopsis
We investigate the best modeling approach for mapping cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) usingWe investigate the best modeling approach for mapping cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) using
voxelwise lag optimization. We considered two types of regressors (Block, PetCO2), three convolutionvoxelwise lag optimization. We considered two types of regressors (Block, PetCO2), three convolution
models (no convolution, single gamma, double gamma), and a variable haemodynamic delay. Wemodels (no convolution, single gamma, double gamma), and a variable haemodynamic delay. We
found that the CVR values obtained when using the PetCO2 signal without convolution, or convolvedfound that the CVR values obtained when using the PetCO2 signal without convolution, or convolved
with a single gamma, are better than those obtained with the canonical HRF (double gamma, time-to-with a single gamma, are better than those obtained with the canonical HRF (double gamma, time-to-
peak = 6s), while convolution with a canonical HRF remains the best option when using a Block design.peak = 6s), while convolution with a canonical HRF remains the best option when using a Block design.

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) measures the capability of the vessels to alter their caliber in response to a
vasoactive stimulus . CVR can be mapped using blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional MRI (fMRI)
during a breath-hold (BH) task, which induces hypercapnia . The BOLD signal is usually modeled as the convolution of
the Block paradigm or the partial pressure of end-tidal CO2 (PetCO2) with a haemodynamic response function (HRF)
(canonical HRF - double gamma with a time-to-peak=6s). Although the canonical HRF appears to be an appropriate
choice , variations in its delay and shape should be considered . However, previous studies comparing diTerent
signal modeling approaches did not consider voxelwise lag optimization between the BOLD response and the BH
task, which has been shown to improve CVR mapping Here, we investigate the optimal modeling approach when
mapping CVR with voxelwise lag optimization.

METHODSMETHODS
14 healthy women were studied on a 3T Siemens Vida MRI system using a 64-channel head RF coil.
BOLD-fMRI was acquired during a BH task (4 trials of 15s BH alternated with 30s cued normal breathing) using 2D-EPI
(TR/TE=1260/30ms, in-plane GRAPPA-2, SMS-3, 60 slices, 2.2mm isotropic resolution). Expired CO2 was measured
using a Medlab CAP10 capnograph and a nasal cannula, and the PetCO2 signal was obtained by peak detection of the
capnograph trace. The PetCO2 change was averaged across the four BH tasks for each subject to yield the mean
ΔPetCO2 in mmHg.
Image analysis was performed using FSL  and included: motion correction, distortion correction, spatial smoothing
(FWHM=3.5mm) and high-pass temporal `ltering (cutoT=100s). 
GM and WM masks were obtained and registered to the functional space. The average percent BOLD signal change in
GM and WM was computed for each subject. The bulk lag of the BH response was obtained for each subject by
computing cross correlation between the GM BOLD time series and the Block/PetCO2 signal.

Lagged voxelwise analysis was performed by `tting the following general linear models (GLM) to the BOLD time
series: Block, PetCO2 (regressor type), each without convolution (WoC), convolution with: single gamma HRF (CSg) or
double gamma HRF (CDb) (convolution). For convolution models, the HRF time-to-peak was varied between 3-11s (step
1s). Motion parameters and outliers were included as confounds in each GLM .

Each regressor type (Block, PetCO2) was shifted between ±9s in increments of 1s around the bulk lag, for each
subject. The CVR map was obtained by selecting, for each voxel, the lag that explained the most variance (F-value)
and dividing the parameter estimate by the mean BOLD signal and the mean ΔPetCO2 to yield values in %/mmHg.
To evaluate the diTerences between models, an ROI and a voxelwise analysis were performed, in terms of the F-value
and the CVR value. For the ROI analysis, both F-value and CVR were averaged across GM and WM and a Conover’s
non-parametric test (factors: regressor type, convolution, delay) was performed, corrected for multiple comparisons
with Bonferroni correction. For the voxelwise analysis, FSL’s Randomise tool was used to perform permutation testing
(factors: regressor type, convolution: with a 6s `xed delay), corrected for multiple comparisons (p<0.017).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average GM BOLD signal overlaid with each regressor type (Block, Ramp , PetCO2) is plotted in Fig.1 for the
haemodynamic lag that maximizes their correlation. The plots show that PetCO2 is more correlated with the signal
than the Block for some subjects. Because the Block and Ramp explain similar amounts of signal variation, we
excluded the Ramp from a voxelwise analysis.
Fig.2 presents the group median maps of CVR and respective optimal lag. The CVR is higher for PetCO2 than Block
and lower in WM than GM, as expected . In terms of optimal lag, the values are consistent with the literature ,
indicating a higher optimal lag for WM and Block when compared with PetCO2.
The mean voxelwise F-value and CVR obtained in GM and WM, are shown in Fig.3. The F-value only diTers signi`cantly
between the canonical delay (6s) and a delay of up to 10s, for the CDb model. There are no diTerences between
regressors; for the models the only diTerences are between CSg vs WoC and CDb vs WoC, with the CSg explaining
slightly more. Despite the diTerences in delays, we decided to keep the canonical delay for model consistency and
because these values are outside the range of the most commonly reported HRF delays in the literature . The Block
and PetCO2 median CVR values are around 0.25%/mmHg and 0.45%/mmHg, respectively, with the two regressors
being signi`cantly diTerent. For models: we found a signi`cant diTerence between CSg vs CDb (PetCO2) and CSg vs
WoC, CDb vs WoC (Block).
Fig.4 shows voxelwise analysis results that are consistent with ROI results. The F-value also diTers between CSg vs
WoC and CDb vs WoC, with the WoC appearing to be a better option in some cases for WM. For PetCO2, CSg is a
better model, and for Block the CDb appears to be the best.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
We found that using the PetCO2 signal without convolution, or convolved with a single gamma HRF, provides the best
model for mapping CVR with voxelwise lag estimation, while convolution with a canonical HRF remains the best
option for a Block design.
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FiguresFigures

Figure 1: Mean GM BOLD signal andFigure 1: Mean GM BOLD signal and
examples of each regressor typeexamples of each regressor type

(PetCO2, Ramp and Block), for each(PetCO2, Ramp and Block), for each
subject.subject. The regressors were convolved
with a single gamma HRF (time-to-peak =
6s) and plotted considering the lag that

maximizes the correlation between them
and the average GM BOLD signal. 

Figure 2: Group median maps ofFigure 2: Group median maps of
cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR)cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR)

(left) and optimal lag (right),(left) and optimal lag (right),
obtained using the two regressorobtained using the two regressor

types (Block and PetCO2) and threetypes (Block and PetCO2) and three
models (without convolution (WoC),models (without convolution (WoC),

single gamma (CSg) and doublesingle gamma (CSg) and double
gamma (CDb)), for threegamma (CDb)), for three

representative slices in the MNIrepresentative slices in the MNI
space. space. The maps revealed that the

PetCO2 regressor yielded higher CVR
values than the Block regressor.

Important diTerences are also found in
the lag spatial distributions. CVR is
higher in GM than in WM, as is the

optimal lag, with values that are
consistent with the literature .

Figure 3: ROI analysis of modelFigure 3: ROI analysis of model
comparisons: GM and WM averagecomparisons: GM and WM average
F-value (left) and cerebrovascularF-value (left) and cerebrovascular

reactivity (CVR) (right) valuesreactivity (CVR) (right) values
obtained with lagged voxelwiseobtained with lagged voxelwise

analysis.analysis. Boxplots of the F-value (left)
represent the distributions across

subjects, for three models with diTerent
HRFs delays and two regressors.

Boxplots of CVR (right) represent the
distributions across subjects, for the

same three models but only with HRF
delay=6s. The asterisk represents the

signi`cant changes obtained with Post-
hoc tests, corrected for multiple

comparisons with Bonferroni correction.

Figure 4: Voxelwise comparisonFigure 4: Voxelwise comparison
between convolution modelsbetween convolution models

(without convolution (WoC), single(without convolution (WoC), single
gamma (CSg) and double gammagamma (CSg) and double gamma
(CDb)), for each type of regressor(CDb)), for each type of regressor

(Block, left; PetCO2, right), in terms(Block, left; PetCO2, right), in terms
of F-value (top) and CVR estimateof F-value (top) and CVR estimate

(bottom).(bottom). Results shown for four
representative slices. Permutation

testing was performed using Randomise
in FSL, and the colorbar represents the

p-value FWE-corrected.
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